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Abstract 

Clustering is one of the most important research areas in the field of data mining. A loose definition of clustering could be “the 
process of organizing objects into groups whose members are similar in some way”. A cluster is therefore a collection of objects 
which are “similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the objects belonging to other clusters. Clustering is an unsupervised 
learning technique. The main advantage of clustering is that interesting patterns and structures can be found directly from very 
large data sets with little or none of the background knowledge. Clustering algorithms can be applied in many domains. 
 
Approach: In this research, the most representative algorithms K-Means and K-Medoids were examined and analyzed based on 
their basic approach. The best algorithm in each category was found out based on their performance. The input data points are 
generated by two ways, one by using normal distribution and another by applying uniform distribution. 
 
Output: The randomly distributed data points were taken a taken by K-Medoids algorithm for both the case of normal and 
uniform distributions. The output proved to be satisfactory. 
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1. Introduction 

Clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised learning problem; so, as every other problem 
of this kind, it deals with finding a structure in a collection of unlabeled data (Jain and Dubes, 1988; Jain et al., 
1999). Unlike classification, in which objects are assigned to predefined classes, clustering does not have any 
predefined classes. The main advantage of clustering is that interesting patterns and structures can be found directly 
from very large data sets with little or none of the background knowledge. The cluster results are subjective and 
implementation dependent. The quality of a clustering method depends on: 
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· The similarity measure used by the method and its implementation 
· Its ability to discover some or all of the hidden patterns 
· The definition and representation of cluster chosen. 
 

A number of algorithms for clustering have been proposed by researchers, of which this study establishes 
with a comparative study of K- Medoids and K- Means clustering algorithms (Berkhin , 2002; Dunham, 2002; Han 
and Kamber , 2006; Xiong et al., 2009; Park et al., 2006; Khan and Ahmad, 2004; Borah and Ghose, 2009; Rakhlin 
and Caponnetto, 2007) 

 

2. Methods 
 
2.1 Problem specification 
 

In this research, two unsupervised clustering methods, namely K- Medoids and K- Means are examined to 
analyze based on the distance between the various input data points. The clusters are formed according to the 
distance between data points and cluster centers are formed for each cluster. The implementation plan will be in two 
parts, one in normal distribution and another in uniform distribution of input data points. Both the algorithms are 
implemented by using JAVA language. The number of clusters is chosen by the user. The data points in each cluster 
are displayed by different colors and the execution time is calculated in milliseconds. 
 
2.2 K-Means algorithm 
 

K-Means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the well-known clustering 
problem. The procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through a certain number of 
clusters (assume k clusters) fixed a priori. The main idea is to define k centroids, one for each cluster. These 
centroids should be placed in a cunning way because of different location causes different result. So, the better 
choice is to place them as much as possible far away from each other. The next step is to take each point belonging 
to a given data set and associate it to the nearest centroid. When no point is pending, the first step is completed and 
an early group is done. At this point, it is need to re-calculate k new centroids as centers of the clusters resulting 
from the previous step. After these k new centroids, a new binding has to be done between the same data points and 
the nearest new centroid. A loop has been generated. As a result of this loop it may notice that the k centroids 
change their location step by step until no more changes are done. In other words centroids do not move any more. 
Finally, this algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function, in this case a squared error function. 
  
2.3 K-means standard algorithm  
 

The most common algorithm uses an iterative refinement technique. Due to its ubiquity it is often called the 
k-means algorithm; it is also referred to as Lloyd's algorithm, particularly in the computer science community. 
Given an initial set of k means (centroids) m1

(1),…,m k
(1) (see below), the algorithm proceeds by alternating between 

two steps: 
 
2.3.1 Assignment step: Assign each observation to the cluster with the closest mean (i.e. partition the observations 
according to the Voronoi diagram generated by the means). 

 
 
2.3.2 Update step: Calculate the new means to be the centroid of the observations in the cluster. 
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The algorithm is deemed to have converged when the assignments no longer change. 
K-means is a classical partitioning technique of clustering that clusters the data set of n objects into k 

clusters with k known a priori. A useful tool for determining k is the silhouette. The algorithm is composed of the 
following steps: 
 
1. Place k points into the space represented by the objects that are being clustered. These points represent initial 
group centroids 
2. Assign each object to the group that has the closest centroid 
3. When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the k centroids 
4. Repeat Step 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. 
 

This produces a separation of the objects into groups from which the metric to be minimized can be 
calculated. Although it can be proved that the procedure 
will always terminate, the K-Means algorithm does not necessarily find the most optimal configuration, 
corresponding to the global objective function minimum. The algorithm is also significantly sensitive to the initial 
randomly selected cluster centers. The KMeans algorithm can be run multiple times to reduce this effect. K-Means 
is a simple algorithm that has been adapted to many problem domains. First, the algorithm 
randomly selects k of the objects. Each selected object represents a single cluster and because in this case only one 
object is in the cluster, this object represents the mean or center of the cluster. 

2.4 K-Medoids algorithm: The k-medoids algorithm is a clustering algorithm related to the k-means algorithm 
and the medoidshift algorithm. Both the k-means and k-medoids algorithms are partitioned (breaking the dataset up 
into groups) and both attempt to minimize the distance between points labeled to be in a cluster and a point 
designated as the center of that cluster. In contrast to the k-means algorithm, k-medoids chooses data points as 

centers (medoids or exemplars) and works with an arbitrary matrix of distances between data points instead of . 

This method was proposed in 1987 for the work with norm and other distances. k-medoid is a classical 
partitioning technique of clustering that clusters the data set of n objects into k clusters known a priori. A useful tool 
for determining k is the silhouette. 

It is more robust to noise and outliers as compared to k-means because it minimizes a sum of pairwise 
dissimilarities instead of a sum of squared Euclidean distances. 

A medoid can be defined as the object of a cluster, whose average dissimilarity to all the objects in the 
cluster is minimal i.e. it is a most centrally located point in the cluster. K-medoids is also a partitioning technique of 
clustering that clusters the data set of n objects into k clusters with k known a priori. A useful tool for determining k 
is the silhouette.  It could be more robust to noise and outliers as compared to k-means because it minimizes a sum 
of general pairwise dissimilarities instead of a sum of squared Euclidean distances. The possible choice of the 
dissimilarity function is very rich but in our applet we used the squared Euclidean distance. 

A medoid of a finite dataset is a data point from this set, whose average dissimilarity to all the data points is 
minimal i.e. it is the most centrally located point in the set.  

 
 2.5 K-medoids standard algorithm  
 

    The most common realization of k-medoid clustering is the Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) 
algorithm and is as follows: 

a. Input: 
K: The number of clusters 
D: A data set containing n objects 

b. Output: A set of k clusters that minimizes the sum of the dissimilarities of all the objects to their nearest 
medoid.  

2.5.1 Initialize: randomly select k of the n data points as the medoids  
2.5.2 Assignment step: Associate each data point to the closest medoid.  
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2.5.3 Update step: For each medoid m and o each data point o associated to m  .swap m and o and compute the 
total cost of the configuration (that is, the average dissimilarity of o to all the data points associated to m). 
Select the medoid o with the lowest cost of the configuration.  

2.5.4 Repeat alternating steps 2 and 3 until there is no change in the assignments. 
 

 A typical KMediods algorithm for partitioning based on Medoid or central objects is as follows: 
 
 
 
 
3. Results 
 

In this study, the k- Medoids algorithm is explained with an example first, followed by k- means algorithm 
.k-medoids algorithm is explained by using pam. 
 
3.1 Demonstration of PAM: 
Cluster the following data set of ten objects into two clusters i.e. k = 2. 
Consider a data set of ten objects as follows: 
 

 
 

 
Figure f1: – distribution of the data 

 
 
 
 

X1  2  6 

X2  3  4 

X3  3  8 

X4  4  7 

X5  6  2 

X6  6  4 

X7  7  3 

X8  7  4 

X9  8  5 

X10  7  6 
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Step 1: 

 

Figure f1.1 – clusters after step 1  
Initialize k centers. 

 
Let us assume cn1 = (3,4) and cn2 = (7,4)   So here c1 and c2 are selected as medoids.   Calculate distance so as to 
associate each data object to its nearest medoid. Cost is calculated using Manhattan distance (Minkowski distance 
metric with s = 1). Costs to the nearest medoid are shown bold in the table. 
 

I       c1        Dataobjects          Cost 
(Xi)                (distance) 

1     3   4         2   6                     3 
3     3   4         3   8                     4 
4     3   4         4   7                     4 
5     3   4         6   2                     5 
6     3   4         6   4                     3 
7     3   4         7   3                     5 
9     3   4         8   5                     6 
10    3   4         7   6                     6 

 
 

I        c2          Dataobjects          Cost 
(Xi)                 (distance) 

1     7   4         2    6                    7 
3     7   4         3    8                    8 
4     7   4         4    7                    6 
5     7   4         6    2                    3 
6     7   4         6    4                    1 
7     7   4         7    3                    1 
9     7   4         8    5                    2 
10   7   4         7    6                    2 

 
 

Then the clusters become:Cluster1 = {(3,4)(2,6)(3,8)(4,7)}, Cluster2 = {(7,4)(6,2)(6,4)(7,3)(8,5)(7,6)}. 
Since the points (2,6) (3,8) and (4,7) are closer to c1 hence they form one cluster whilst remaining points form 
another cluster. So the total cost involved is 20. Where cost between any two points is found using formula 
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where x is any data object, c is the medoid, and d is the dimension of the object which in this case is 2. Total cost is 
the summation of the cost of data object from its medoid in its cluster so here: 

Total cost={cost((3,4),(2,6))+cost((3,4),(3,8))                  
+cost(3,4),(4,7))}+{cost((7,4),(6,2))+cost((7,4),(6,4))+cost((7,4),(7,3)) 
+cost((7,4),(8,5))+cost((7,4),(7,6))} 
=(3+4+4)+(3+1+1+2+2) 
=20 

 

Step 2: 

 

Figure f1.2:– clusters after step 2 

election of nonmedoid O′ randomly Let us assume O′ = (7,3) So now the medoids are c1(3,4) and O′(7,3) If c1 and 
O′ are new medoids, calculate the total cost involved By using the formula in the step 1. 

I      c1    Data objects(xi)   Cost(distance) 

1     3   4      2    6                    3 
3     3   4      3    8                    4 
4     3   4      4    7                    4 
2     3   4      6    2                    5 
6     3   4      6    4                    3 
7     3   4      7    4                    4 
9     3   4      8    5                    6 
10    3   4      7    6                    4 

I      c1    Data objects (xi)   Cost (distance) 

1     7   3     2    6                   8 
3     7   3     3    8                   9 
4     7   3     4    7                   7 
5     7   3     6    2                   2 
6     7   3     6    4                   2 
7     7   3     7    4                   1 
9     7   3     8    5                   3 
10    7   3     7    6                   3 
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Total cost=3+4+4+2+2+1+3+3 

=22 

So cost of swapping medoid from c2 to O′ is 

 

 

So moving to O′ would be a bad idea, so the previous choice was good and algorithm terminates here (i.e. 
there is no change in the medoids). It may happen some data points may shift from one cluster to another cluster 
depending upon their closeness to medoid. Next, for the K- Means algorithm, the input data points and the 
experimental results are considered by the same method as discussed for K-medoid algorithm. 

 

 

Figure f2. K-medoids versus k-means. 

In the next example, one thousand normally distributed data points are taken as input. Number of clusters 
chosen by the user is 14(1a,1b,1c,1d,1e,1f,2a,2b,2c,2d,2e,2f,2g,2h). The output of one of the trials is shown in Fig. 
f2. Figs f2.1a-f2.1f presents a typical example of the k-means convergence to a local minimum. This result of k-
means clustering contradicts the obvious cluster structure of data set. In this example, k-medoids algorithm (f2.2a-
f2.2h) with the same initial position of medoids (Fig. f2.2a) converges to the obvious cluster structure. The small 
circles are data points, the four ray stars are centroids (means), the nine ray stars are medoids. 

The performance of the algorithms have also been analyzed for several executions by considering different 
data points In some standard situations, k-medoids demonstrate better performance than k-means. An example is 
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presented in Fig. 2. The most time-consuming part of the k-medoids algorithm is the calculation of the distance 
matrix between objects. Recently, a new algorithm for K-medoids clustering is proposed which runs not worse than 
the k-means. This algorithm calculates the distance matrix once and uses it for finding new medoids at every 
iterative step. A comparative study of K-means and k-medoids algorithms was performed for normal and for 
uniform distributions of data points. It was demonstrated that in the asymptotic of large data sets the k-medoids 
algorithm takes less time. 

 

4. Discussion 
 

From the experimental results, for K-Means algorithm, the average time for clustering the normal 
distribution of data points is found to be cost or distance is 22.. For the K-Medoids algorithm, the average time for 
clustering the normal distribution of data points is found to be cost or distance is 20 . This is true for both the 
algorithms K-Means and K-Medoids. If the number of data points is less, then the K-Means algorithm takes lesser 
execution time. But when the data points are increased to maximum the K-Means algorithm takes maximum time 
and the K-Medoids algorithm performs reasonably better than the K-Means algorithm. The characteristic feature of 
this algorithm is that it requires the distance between every pair of objects only once and uses this distance at every 
stage of iteration. 

 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 

The time taken for one execution of the program for the Uniform Distribution is less than the time taken for 
Normal Distribution. Usually the time complexity varies from one processor to another processor, which depends on 
the speed and the type of the system. The partition based algorithms work well for finding spherical-shaped clusters 
in small to medium-sized data points. The advantage of the K-Means algorithm is its favorable execution time. Its 
drawback is that the user has to know in advance how many clusters are searched for. From the experimental results 
(by many execution of the programs), it is observed that K-Means algorithm is efficient for smaller data sets and K-
Medoids algorithm seems to perform better for large data sets. 
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